In situ knowledge of the gas phase around a catalyst is essential to make an accurate correlation between the catalytic activity and surface structure in operando studies. Although ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-XPS) can provide information on the gas phase as well as the surface structure of a working catalyst, the gas phase detected has not been spatially resolved to date, thus possibly making it ambiguous to interpret the AP-XPS spectra. In this work, planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) is used to visualize the CO 2 distribution in a model AP-XPS reactor, during CO oxidation over a Pd(100) catalyst. The results show that the gas composition in the vicinity of the sample measured by PLIF is significantly different from that measured by a conventional mass spectrometer connected to a nozzle positioned just above the sample. In addition, the gas distribution above the catalytic sample has a strong dependence on the gas flow and total chamber pressure. The technique presented has the potential to increase our knowledge of the gas phase in AP-XPS, as well as to optimize the design and operating conditions of in situ AP-XPS reactors for catalysis studies.
Introduction
Catalysis is an essential technology for our society in that around 90% of all chemicals worldwide are produced using it [1] . In addition, environmental sustainability also relies on catalysis, particularly heterogeneous catalysis [2] . Although catalysis has been used and studied for more than a century, a fundamental understanding of the mechanisms behind most catalytic processes is still lacking, which calls for studies of catalysis at an atomic level. One of the most versatile surface-sensitive techniques is X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) since it provides quantitative information about the elemental composition and chemical specificity of the surface [3] . Historically, XPS has been used to investigate surfaces under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions, but during the last decades, the technique has been modified to operate under more realistic conditions, which is often referred to as ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-XPS). With AP-XPS, it is possible to detect both the gas-phase and surface chemical composition in situ, which makes it valuable for catalysis studies [4] .
When moving from UHV conditions to elevated pressures, the effect of gas molecules close to the surface increases [5, 6] . For example, a change of the gas composition can lead to compositional and structural changes of a working catalyst [7, 8] , which in turn can change the kinetics of the reaction. Therefore, in situ knowledge of the gas phase around a catalyst is essential to make an accurate correlation between the catalytic activity and surface structure in operando catalysis studies [9] . As mentioned above, AP-XPS can provide in situ gas-phase information of a working catalyst; however, the information suffers from poor temporal resolution and, so far, a lack of spatial resolution. As an additional gas tool for AP-XPS, a mass spectrometer (MS) is often used to analyze gases in an AP-XPS set up. Although a MS has the advantage of measuring several gases simultaneously, it cannot easily spatially resolve and image gases close to a sample, and usually samples the gases with a slight time delay. To overcome these problems, planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) can be used to detect gases in the vicinity of a working catalyst in situ non-intrusively with high spatial and temporal resolution. A number of recent applications of PLIF have demonstrated it as a powerful gas detection tool, complementary to MS in catalysis studies [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
One of the most intensively studied reactions using AP-XPS is CO oxidation, particularly on Pd single-crystal surfaces [15] [16] [17] [18] . It is well-known that when the reaction is in the highly active phase, under semi-realistic conditions, it is often mass transfer limited (MTL) by the ability of CO molecules diffusing and reaching onto the surface. In the MTL regime, a CO 2 boundary layer (a sharp gradient of the CO 2 cloud) is often formed at high pressure, which changes the gas composition close to the sample surface [19, 20] . Blomberg et al. have recently shown how this is reflected in the AP-XPS gas-phase signal by comparing gas-phase images by PLIF with AP-XPS data [21] . Those PLIF images, however, are obtained from a regular catalytic reactor in the absence of a nozzle close to the sample. It is highly likely that the presence of such a nozzle could change the gas distribution close to a sample significantly. In this work, a model reactor is therefore designed to mimic gas flows in a real AP-XPS reactor. To investigate how the presence of the nozzle affects the gas distribution close the sample surface, PLIF is used to visualize the CO 2 distribution over a Pd(100) catalyst during CO oxidation. We show that the CO 2 concentration in the vicinity of the sample, as measured by PLIF, is significantly different from that at the gas outlet, as measured by a MS. In addition, the CO 2 distribution over the sample is strongly dependent on the flow rate and chamber pressure, as well as the flow configurations.
Results
A model reactor with a nozzle as the gas outlet was designed to mimic gas flows in a real AP-XPS reactor. The nozzle has an aperture with a diameter of 1 mm and is located at a normal operating distance, which is twice the diameter of the aperture [22, 23] . A schematic of the nozzle and the flow configuration is shown in Figure 1a . A MS connected to the nozzle (as the gas outlet) via a leak valve was used to measure the global gas concentration. In this way, the MS can be seen to sample gases close to the sample, similar to a capillary MS. PLIF was used to image the CO 2 gas distribution over a Pd(100) catalyst during CO oxidation in this model AP-XPS reactor.
Comparison between PLIF and MS
PLIF and MS were compared in a CO oxidation experiment where the sample was heated by a heating plate from 220 to 380 • C at a constant rate of 16 • C/min, at flows of 4.8 mL n /min CO, 4.8 mL n /min O 2 and 110.4 mL n /min Ar (corresponding to 0 • C and atmospheric pressure), and at a total pressure of 150 mbar (corresponding to initial partial pressures of 6 mbar each of CO and O 2 , and 138 mbar of Ar). It can be seen from both LIF and MS traces, in Figure 1b ,c, that as the temperature of the catalyst increases, the CO 2 partial pressure increases steadily from zero, and then increases dramatically when the sample ignites at 330 • C. As the temperature continues to increase, the CO 2 partial pressure reaches a plateau, indicating that the activity has reached the MTL regime. Figure 1d -f show three CO 2 PLIF images captured at 300, 330 and 348 • C, respectively. The PLIF images show the CO 2 distribution over the sample with a high spatial resolution, 70 µm/pixel in this case. Focusing on the individual PLIF images, it can be seen that at 300 • C, the PLIF image is almost completely black, showing very little CO 2 produced as the sample is in the low-activity regime. When the sample ignites at 330 • C, a clear increase gradient of the CO 2 -related intensity can be seen in the corresponding PLIF image. At 348 • C, the PLIF image shows a clear cloud, or the so-called boundary layer of CO 2 formed above the sample when the reaction has reached the MTL regime.
Comparing the LIF and MS traces, the CO 2 partial pressure in the vicinity of the sample, as measured by PLIF, is significantly different from that at the gas outlet, as measured by the MS.
An even more pronounced difference can be seen at the highly active phase; approximately 5 mbar CO 2 partial pressure is measured by PLIF, compared to around 2 mbar measured by the MS. However, no pronounced time delay (within 1 s) of the MS signal was found in this experiment, due to a short and small-sized tube, used between the MS and the gas outlet of the reactor, and a high flow rate in this experiment. A movie showing the dynamic change of the CO 2 distribution during the reaction can be found in the Supplementary Materials Video S1.
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Comparing the LIF and MS traces, the CO2 partial pressure in the vicinity of the sample, as measured by PLIF, is significantly different from that at the gas outlet, as measured by the MS. An even more pronounced difference can be seen at the highly active phase; approximately 5 mbar CO2 partial pressure is measured by PLIF, compared to around 2 mbar measured by the MS. However, no pronounced time delay (within 1 s) of the MS signal was found in this experiment, due to a short and small-sized tube, used between the MS and the gas outlet of the reactor, and a high flow rate in this experiment. A movie showing the dynamic change of the CO2 distribution during the reaction can be found in the Supplementary Materials Video S1. 
Pressure and Flow Rate Dependence
To study the pressure and flow dependence of the gas distribution over the sample, the sample was heated using the same temperature ramp at different pressures and flow rates, and the CO2 signals were measured by both PLIF and the MS. The average PLIF CO2 signal and the MS CO2 signal are shown in Figure 2 . The CO2 signals shown are normalized to the initial CO partial pressures for purposes of comparison, since the partial pressures of CO, O2 and Ar vary for different gas conditions and the ratio of CO and O2 is kept to 1:1.
The ignition temperature of the sample is not the focus of this work; however, it is still interesting to show how the pressure and flow rate affect the ignition temperature. Under all the gas conditions in Figure 2 , the reaction ignites at between 315 and 330 °C. At both 150 and 50 mbar, the sample has a higher light-off temperature at higher flux rates. This is due to the fact that at higher flux rates, the gas in the reactor (and close to the sample surface) is exchanged faster, which also means that the CO/O2 ratio stays higher until higher temperatures, leading to higher ignition temperatures.
Interestingly, the CO2 signal close to the sample, as measured by PLIF, does not change noticeably with the flow rates, as shown in Figure 2a ,b. However, there is a slight increasing trend of the CO2 signal measured by the MS with the decreasing flow rate, as shown in Figure 2d ,e. This behavior can be explained by the fact that at lower flow rates, the CO molecules stay in the reactor longer and a larger fraction of the molecules are converted into CO2. 
To study the pressure and flow dependence of the gas distribution over the sample, the sample was heated using the same temperature ramp at different pressures and flow rates, and the CO 2 signals were measured by both PLIF and the MS. The average PLIF CO 2 signal and the MS CO 2 signal are shown in Figure 2 . The CO 2 signals shown are normalized to the initial CO partial pressures for purposes of comparison, since the partial pressures of CO, O 2 and Ar vary for different gas conditions and the ratio of CO and O 2 is kept to 1:1.
The ignition temperature of the sample is not the focus of this work; however, it is still interesting to show how the pressure and flow rate affect the ignition temperature. Under all the gas conditions in Figure 2 , the reaction ignites at between 315 and 330 • C. At both 150 and 50 mbar, the sample has a higher light-off temperature at higher flux rates. This is due to the fact that at higher flux rates, the gas in the reactor (and close to the sample surface) is exchanged faster, which also means that the CO/O 2 ratio stays higher until higher temperatures, leading to higher ignition temperatures.
Interestingly, the CO 2 signal close to the sample, as measured by PLIF, does not change noticeably with the flow rates, as shown in Figure 2a ,b. However, there is a slight increasing trend of the CO 2 signal measured by the MS with the decreasing flow rate, as shown in Figure 2d ,e. This behavior can be explained by the fact that at lower flow rates, the CO molecules stay in the reactor longer and a larger fraction of the molecules are converted into CO 2 . The CO2 boundary layer formed over a catalyst in the MTL regime during CO oxidation has been shown to play an important role on the kinetics of the catalytic reaction [24, 25] . Therefore, it is of great interest to study the CO2 distribution over the sample in the MTL regime under different gas conditions. Figure 3 summarizes the investigation of the pressure and flow rate dependence of the CO2 distribution. The images were recorded when the reactions reached the MTL regime, under the gas conditions shown in Figure 2 . Since the reactions stabilize in the MTL regime, all images are averaged over 1000 shots to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
The gas volumetric exchange rate per reactor volume (hereinafter referred to as the gas exchange rate) is dependent on both the flow rate and chamber pressure, and directly related to the diffusion of the gas. Thus, the gas exchange rate is used to facilitate the comparison of the CO2 distribution for different pressures. In fact, it is difficult to accurately estimate the gas exchange rate due to the complex geometry of the reactor. The gas exchange rates presented in Figure 3 are, therefore, simply calculated as the total flow rate divided by the chamber volume. However, this simplified calculation is sufficient for qualitative studies.
In a comparison of Figure 3a -c, it can be seen that the gradient of the CO2 signal intensity decreases as the gas exchange rate decreases from 40/min to 10/min while the total chamber pressure is kept at 150 mbar. A similar tendency can also be seen when the total pressure is at 50 mbar, as shown in Figure 3d -f. This smeared-out effect can be explained by more CO molecules being converted into CO2 inside the reactor at lower gas exchange rates, hence the stronger CO2 presence. It is interesting to see that the CO2 distribution also has a strong dependence on the total pressure. Comparing Figure 3b ,e,g, the CO2 cloud becomes more smeared out as the total pressure decreases while the gas exchange rate is kept the same. This is most likely due to the diffusion effect, which is stronger at lower pressures. However, the CO2 boundary layer (sharp gradient of the CO2 cloud) can still be clearly seen at pressures down to 25 mbar. The CO 2 boundary layer formed over a catalyst in the MTL regime during CO oxidation has been shown to play an important role on the kinetics of the catalytic reaction [24, 25] . Therefore, it is of great interest to study the CO 2 distribution over the sample in the MTL regime under different gas conditions. Figure 3 summarizes the investigation of the pressure and flow rate dependence of the CO 2 distribution. The images were recorded when the reactions reached the MTL regime, under the gas conditions shown in Figure 2 . Since the reactions stabilize in the MTL regime, all images are averaged over 1000 shots to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
The gas volumetric exchange rate per reactor volume (hereinafter referred to as the gas exchange rate) is dependent on both the flow rate and chamber pressure, and directly related to the diffusion of the gas. Thus, the gas exchange rate is used to facilitate the comparison of the CO 2 distribution for different pressures. In fact, it is difficult to accurately estimate the gas exchange rate due to the complex geometry of the reactor. The gas exchange rates presented in Figure 3 are, therefore, simply calculated as the total flow rate divided by the chamber volume. However, this simplified calculation is sufficient for qualitative studies.
In a comparison of Figure 3a -c, it can be seen that the gradient of the CO 2 signal intensity decreases as the gas exchange rate decreases from 40/min to 10/min while the total chamber pressure is kept at 150 mbar. A similar tendency can also be seen when the total pressure is at 50 mbar, as shown in Figure 3d -f. This smeared-out effect can be explained by more CO molecules being converted into CO 2 inside the reactor at lower gas exchange rates, hence the stronger CO 2 presence. It is interesting to see that the CO 2 distribution also has a strong dependence on the total pressure. Comparing Figure 3b ,e,g, the CO 2 cloud becomes more smeared out as the total pressure decreases while the gas exchange rate is kept the same. This is most likely due to the diffusion effect, which is stronger at lower pressures. However, the CO 2 boundary layer (sharp gradient of the CO 2 cloud) can still be clearly seen at pressures down to 25 mbar. All PLIF images are 1000 laser-shot averaged (acquisition time of 100 s). The nozzle is used as the gas outlet, which is connected to a vacuum pump and a mass spectrometer.
To better illustrate the pressure and flow dependence of the CO2 distribution above the sample, horizontal CO2 profiles are plotted in Figure 4 . Figure 4 a shows the profiles with different gas exchange rates at a fixed total pressure of 150 mbar, while Figure 4b shows the profiles with different total pressures at a fixed gas exchange rate of 20/min. It can be clearly seen that the gradient of the profiles becomes smaller at a lower gas exchange rate and lower total pressure. 
Flow Configuration Dependence
Apart from the strong dependence on the chamber pressure and flow rate, the CO2 gas distribution over an active Pd(100) sample was also found to vary significantly for different flow configurations. Figure 5a shows the model AP-XPS reactor where the nozzle is used as the gas outlet. Figure 5b shows a reactor similar to the model AP-XPS reactor where the nozzle is not used as the gas outlet. Instead, the gas outlet was located below the sample holder. Figure 5c shows a regular reactor without a nozzle. In all configurations, the gas outlet was connected to both the vacuum pump and the MS. All images were recorded when the reactions reached the MTL regime under the same gas conditions.
It can be clearly seen that both the shape and the gradient of the CO2 cloud in Figure 5a differ considerably, compared to the ones in Figure 5b ,c. In addition, the CO2 partial pressures measured All PLIF images are 1000 laser-shot averaged (acquisition time of 100 s). The nozzle is used as the gas outlet, which is connected to a vacuum pump and a mass spectrometer.
To better illustrate the pressure and flow dependence of the CO 2 distribution above the sample, horizontal CO 2 profiles are plotted in Figure 4 . Figure 4a shows the profiles with different gas exchange rates at a fixed total pressure of 150 mbar, while Figure 4b shows the profiles with different total pressures at a fixed gas exchange rate of 20/min. It can be clearly seen that the gradient of the profiles becomes smaller at a lower gas exchange rate and lower total pressure. All PLIF images are 1000 laser-shot averaged (acquisition time of 100 s). The nozzle is used as the gas outlet, which is connected to a vacuum pump and a mass spectrometer.
It can be clearly seen that both the shape and the gradient of the CO2 cloud in Figure 5a differ considerably, compared to the ones in Figure 5b ,c. In addition, the CO2 partial pressures measured 
Apart from the strong dependence on the chamber pressure and flow rate, the CO 2 gas distribution over an active Pd(100) sample was also found to vary significantly for different flow configurations. Figure 5a shows the model AP-XPS reactor where the nozzle is used as the gas outlet. Figure 5b shows a reactor similar to the model AP-XPS reactor where the nozzle is not used as the gas outlet. Instead, the gas outlet was located below the sample holder. Figure 5c shows a regular reactor without a nozzle. In all configurations, the gas outlet was connected to both the vacuum pump and the MS. All images were recorded when the reactions reached the MTL regime under the same gas conditions. It can be clearly seen that both the shape and the gradient of the CO 2 cloud in Figure 5a differ considerably, compared to the ones in Figure 5b ,c. In addition, the CO 2 partial pressures measured by the MS differ significantly. A higher CO 2 partial pressure is measured by the MS in Figure 5a than in Figure 5b ,c. This is probably due to the fact that the CO 2 molecules produced were localized close to the sample, and the gas sampling distance between the gas outlet and the sample surface is much shorter in Figure 5a than in Figure 5b,c. Comparing Figure 5b ,c, there is a small difference in the CO 2 partial pressures measured by the MS between these two configurations, which could be due to the disturbance of the gas flow around the sample by the nozzle or the volume change of the reactor with the presence of the nozzle in Figure 5b . However, for all the flow configurations, the CO 2 partial pressures close to the sample measured by PLIF were approximately the same. For a comparison of the cases with the nozzle and without the nozzle, a movie showing the dynamic change of the CO 2 distribution can be found in the Supplementary Materials Video S2. by the MS differ significantly. A higher CO2 partial pressure is measured by the MS in Figure 5a than in Figure 5b ,c. This is probably due to the fact that the CO2 molecules produced were localized close to the sample, and the gas sampling distance between the gas outlet and the sample surface is much shorter in Figure 5a than in Figure 5b ,c. Comparing Figure 5b ,c, there is a small difference in the CO2 partial pressures measured by the MS between these two configurations, which could be due to the disturbance of the gas flow around the sample by the nozzle or the volume change of the reactor with the presence of the nozzle in Figure 5b . However, for all the flow configurations, the CO2 partial pressures close to the sample measured by PLIF were approximately the same. For a comparison of the cases with the nozzle and without the nozzle, a movie showing the dynamic change of the CO2 distribution can be found in the Supplementary Materials Video S2. Figure 5 . CO2 distribution in the MTL regime for different flow configurations: (a) model ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-XPS) reactor where the nozzle is used as the gas outlet; (b) reactor with a nozzle but the gas outlet is located approximately 3 cm below the sample holder; (c) reactor without a nozzle, and the gas outlet is also located below the sample holder. All images are recorded under the same gas conditions, i.e., 6 mbar each of CO and O2 and 138 mbar of Ar (total flow of 120 mLn/min). All images are 1000 laser-shot averaged. In all configurations, the gas outlet is connected to both the vacuum pump and the MS. X denotes the CO2 partial pressures measured by the MS.
Discussion
PLIF makes it possible to spatially resolve gases close to the sample with a sufficient temporal resolution, to follow dynamic changes in the gas phase during catalytic reactions. In this study, a model AP-XPS reactor with a nozzle positioned just above the sample and connected to a vacuum pump and a MS was designed to mimic the gas flows in a real AP-XPS reactor. The study shows that the CO2 concentration in the vicinity of the sample, as measured by PLIF, was found to be different from the overall CO2 concentration measured by the MS. An even more pronounced difference could be seen when the reaction reached the MTL regime. As gas molecules close to the sample interact directly with the catalyst surface, in situ knowledge of the gas composition close to the sample is essential to make an accurate correlation between the catalytic activity and surface structure in operando studies of catalysis. Therefore, PLIF has the advantage of providing more accurate information of the gas phase close to the sample. Since MS has the benefit of measuring several gases simultaneously, a combination of PLIF and MS can provide an even more complete picture of the gas phase during catalytic reactions.
The gas distribution over a highly active sample was found to have a strong dependence on the flow rate and the total chamber pressure, as well as the flow configuration. This finding can be useful to obtain better knowledge of the gas phase in AP-XPS, as well as to optimize the design and operating conditions of in situ AP-XPS reactors. The common upper limit of the operating pressure of AP-XPS is a few mbar [26] . In this work, the minimum total chamber pressure investigated was 25 mbar (partial pressures of 1.25 mbar CO, 1.25 mbar O2 and 22.5 mbar Ar), limited by the pumping efficiency with a total flow of 10 mLn/min. However, the results showed a tendency where the gas distribution above the sample became more homogeneous at lower pressures and lower flow rates. From this tendency, it was estimated that a boundary layer of CO2 above the sample in the MTL regime could still be present at a 10 mbar chamber pressure and a 10 mLn/min flow rate, or at lower Figure 5 . CO 2 distribution in the MTL regime for different flow configurations: (a) model ambient pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-XPS) reactor where the nozzle is used as the gas outlet; (b) reactor with a nozzle but the gas outlet is located approximately 3 cm below the sample holder; (c) reactor without a nozzle, and the gas outlet is also located below the sample holder. All images are recorded under the same gas conditions, i.e., 6 mbar each of CO and O 2 and 138 mbar of Ar (total flow of 120 mL n /min). All images are 1000 laser-shot averaged. In all configurations, the gas outlet is connected to both the vacuum pump and the MS. X denotes the CO 2 partial pressures measured by the MS.
PLIF makes it possible to spatially resolve gases close to the sample with a sufficient temporal resolution, to follow dynamic changes in the gas phase during catalytic reactions. In this study, a model AP-XPS reactor with a nozzle positioned just above the sample and connected to a vacuum pump and a MS was designed to mimic the gas flows in a real AP-XPS reactor. The study shows that the CO 2 concentration in the vicinity of the sample, as measured by PLIF, was found to be different from the overall CO 2 concentration measured by the MS. An even more pronounced difference could be seen when the reaction reached the MTL regime. As gas molecules close to the sample interact directly with the catalyst surface, in situ knowledge of the gas composition close to the sample is essential to make an accurate correlation between the catalytic activity and surface structure in operando studies of catalysis. Therefore, PLIF has the advantage of providing more accurate information of the gas phase close to the sample. Since MS has the benefit of measuring several gases simultaneously, a combination of PLIF and MS can provide an even more complete picture of the gas phase during catalytic reactions.
The gas distribution over a highly active sample was found to have a strong dependence on the flow rate and the total chamber pressure, as well as the flow configuration. This finding can be useful to obtain better knowledge of the gas phase in AP-XPS, as well as to optimize the design and operating conditions of in situ AP-XPS reactors. The common upper limit of the operating pressure of AP-XPS is a few mbar [26] . In this work, the minimum total chamber pressure investigated was 25 mbar (partial pressures of 1.25 mbar CO, 1.25 mbar O 2 and 22.5 mbar Ar), limited by the pumping efficiency with a total flow of 10 mL n /min. However, the results showed a tendency where the gas distribution above the sample became more homogeneous at lower pressures and lower flow rates. From this tendency, it was estimated that a boundary layer of CO 2 above the sample in the MTL regime could still be present at a 10 mbar chamber pressure and a 10 mL n /min flow rate, or at lower chamber pressures with higher flow rates. Within such a boundary layer, the CO 2 partial pressure decreases radially from the center of the sample, and the CO and O 2 partial pressures decrease radially towards the center of the sample. When surface structures are to be determined, the gas composition over the sample should ideally be homogeneous. We found in this study that the gas composition over the sample was not homogeneous due to the formation of the boundary layer. Lower pressures and flow rates would promote a more homogeneous gas distribution above the sample. However, higher pressures and flow rates are usually needed to mimic more realistic conditions in catalysis applications. The boundary layer is, therefore, of practical interest in catalysis studies.
Although the dependence of the gas distribution as a function of the distance between the nozzle and the sample surface was not investigated in this study, it is interesting to discuss it as a short working distance of an analyzer is preferred in most AP-XPS experiments [27, 28] . At shorter distances, it is likely that the nozzle will have a stronger impact on the gas flow close to the sample surface, as gases close to the surface are pumped away more efficiently. Therefore, it can be inferred that the CO 2 gas cloud over the sample would be more distorted at shorter working distances.
As the technique of AP-XPS is being developed towards higher and higher operating pressures in an effort to bridge the so-called pressure gap in catalysis studies, gas phase-related phenomena become increasingly important. As a powerful gas detection tool, PLIF has great potential to promote a better understanding of the gas-surface interaction during catalytic reactions.
Materials and Methods

Sample and Reactor
The sample investigated was a Pd(100) single crystal of dimension 4 × 4 mm 2 . The cleaning procedure of the sample can be referred to [14] . The sample was heated by a boralectric heater, the temperature of which was measured by a type D thermocouple. A cubical chamber of volume 23 cm 3 with CaF 2 windows was used for CO 2 PLIF measurements. A cone-shaped nozzle of aperture diameter of 1 mm is located 2 mm above of the sample and acted as gas outlet. Gases (from AGA Gas AB, Lidingö, Sweden, the purities of CO, O 2 and Ar are 99.97%, 99.9996% and 99.997%, respectively) were supplied to the reactor by individual mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst EL-FLOW, Bronkhorst High-Tech B.V., Ruurlo, The Netherlands), and the gas pressure in the reactor was regulated by a digital pressure controller (Bronkhorst EL-PRESS, Bronkhorst High-Tech B.V.). A carbonyl trap was used to remove nickel carbonyl present in the CO gas. The gas composition in the reactor was measured by a quadrupole mass spectrometer (Pfeiffer, QME 220, Pfeiffer Vacuum GmbH, Asslar, Germany) connected to the outlet of the reactor by a 70 cm long gas tube (d = 1/16 in.) and with a leak valve which kept the pressure in the MS at 5 × 10 −6 mbar. The MS signal is converted into mbar by normalizing the MS CO and O 2 signal to the known initial partial pressures, and the CO 2 signal was scaled to match the observed conversion of CO. A schematic of the reaction system can be found in the Supplementary Materials Figure S1 .
PLIF
The detection of CO 2 was realized by a broadband excitation of the (00 0 0) → (10 0 01) combination band at~2.7 µm and collecting fluorescence from the fundamental band at~4.3 µm. The fundamental 1064 nm laser beam with~350 mJ/pulse from a single-mode seeded Nd:YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet) laser operating at 10 Hz, was used to pump an IR OPO (GWU, versaScan-L 1064, Erftstadt, Germany), generating a signal beam at~1.7 µm and an idler beam at~2.7 µm, with 8 and~7 mJ/pulse, respectively. The idler beam was shaped into a thin laser sheet of 2 mm height by a set of focusing lens and then sent through the reactor just above the catalyst. The CO 2 fluorescence was imaged by a liquid-nitrogen-cooled, 256 × 256 InSb IR camera (Santa Barbara Focal Plane, SBF LP134, Goleta, CA, USA). A cold interference filter inside the camera, centered at 4.26 µm, was used to suppress the strong thermal background. The exposure time was set to 30 µs to suppress background and favor fluorescence signal. Purging of N 2 was applied during measurements to reduce laser energy attenuation along the beam path and fluorescence signal loss between the cell and the IR camera. A detailed description of the detection scheme and the evaluation of PLIF signal can be found in [10, 29] .
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at: www.mdpi.com/2073-4344/7/1/29/s1, Figure S1 : Schematic of the reaction system, Video S1: Movie_reactor with a nozzle, Video S2: Movie_reactor without a nozzle.
